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The power grid enterprises become main players in the market and run 
independently and operate when our country made the reform of electric power 
system after 2002. Power grid was belong to natural monopoly and special position 
foundation industry, cause it’s marketing model that have some peculiar 
characteristic. With the development of society and economy, power grid 
enterprises always in imbalance at mismatch between supply and demand. But they 
are all completed his mission. 
Guizhou power Grid Company is a provincial Power supply enterprises. It is 
responsible for that completed power supply tasks within the scope of the province, at 
the same time it taken on "West Power to East" burden, so contradictions and 
problems of that will be more and special. With the comprehensive implementation of 
its 12th Five-Year Program, should be ponder direct at these problems and 
contradictions, also should seek the solution at the same time. These are what this 
thesis wants to do. If fellow colleague can taken reference from this thesis should 
belong to a careless move. 
This thesis is divided into six chapters, analyzed marketing management problem 
of Guizhou Power Grid Company, then seek ideas and methods to solve. 
First chapter is introduction, main expound research background、purpose and 
method of this thesis, then introduce arrange for integral structure. 
Second chapter introduce characteristic of electricity marketing in our country, 
the main direction is universal character of power grid enterprises. Meanwhile have a 
brief introduction for marketing theory which is this thesis needs. 
Third chapter expound Guizhou Power Grid Company’s current situation; Main 
problems and pressure which we should faced; Analyzed Guizhou Power Grid 
Company’s electricity market. 
Fourth chapter utilize 3C strategy model to analyzed Guizhou Power Grid 













three dimensionality to analyzed, then identify problems. 
Fifth chapter is based on analyze above chapters, summarize that plight of 
Guizhou power grid electricity market, those provide background support for 
following research. 
Sixth chapter is key part of this thesis. This chapter’s point aim at research on 
item by item and puts forward author ponder over solution for some problems which 
is from fourth chapter and fifth chapter, among these also used some practices which 
is Guizhou Power Grid Company already initial practice. After these expound, author 
want to reader knows those methods are feasible and effective. 
Conclusion of thesis explains that power grid enterprise is special industry of 
natural monopolies, marketing theory also possess applicability and enlightening for 
electricity marketing management, meanwhile analyze this industry is conducive to 
expand general sense marketing management’s vision. 
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表 1  一些国家在不同时期的电力弹性系数变化 
时  期 1971～1980 1981～1985 1986～1990 
美  国 1.26 0.66 1.2 
日  本 1.01 0.75 1.08 
加拿大 —— 1.33 1.04 
联邦德国 1.51 1.5 0.52 
法  国 1.59 2.52 0.94 
意大利 —— 1.17 1.41 
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